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ARGUMENT
THE TRIAL COURT PLAINLY ERRED WHEN I T APPARENTLY RELIED UPON A
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MOOTNESS ARGUMENTS TO DISMISS THIS CASE
WITHOUT EVER ADDRESSING T H E SUPERNOVA PARTIES' MOTION TO INTERVENE
AS OF RIGHT.

L

Before The Parties Entered into A Settlement The Supernova Parties
Had Established Their Right to Intervene.

The law in Utah is unequivocal. If a motion to intervene as of right is pending, the
existing parties may not prevent the participation of the intervenor by scurrying to enter
into a settlement to moot the action. Indeed, any such settlement is not a final settlement.
That is the holding ofMillard County v. Utah State Tax Comm 'n ex rel Intermountain
Power Agency, 823 P.2d 459, 461 (Utah 1991).
Only the Pia Firm, and not the Defendants in the underlying action, have opposed
this appeal.
All of the Pia Firm's cited case law regarding the general rule that settlement is
desirable is irrelevant in this specific special circumstance. Furthermore, the case
highlighted by the Pia Firm for the purported proposition that an intervenor cannot
interfere with a settlement, San Juan Valley, Utah v. United States, 503 F.3d 1163 (10th
Cir. 2007), does not stand for that proposition and does not conflict with Millard County.
In San Juan Valley, the court found that the aspiring intervenor did not have a right to
intervene, because its interests were adequately protected by the existing parties. 503
F.3d at 1205-06.
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The gravamen of the Pia Firm's argument in opposition is that the Supernova
Parties never established their right to intervene. Under the plain language of Millard
County, the adjudication or other formal establishment of the right to intervention is not
required. Rather, Millard County clearly states that "[t]he settlement of a controversy by
the parties before a motion to intervene as of right has been adjudicated does not
constitute a final settlement and does not render moot either the motion or an appeal from
a denial of that motion." 823 P.2d at 461 (emphasis added).
Even though the Motion to Intervene as of Right was never addressed, the
Supernova Parties had made the showing required to establish a right to intervention.
The Pia Firm attempts to distinguish Millard County by stating that the proposed
intervenor in that case had a contractual right to intervene. That is a distinction without a
difference. Rule 24(a) does not require a contract to establish the existence of a right to
intervene.
The Pia Firm makes no claim that the existing parties could adequately represent
the interests of the Supernova Parties, or that the Supernova Parties' Motion to Intervene
as of Right was untimely. Indeed, they could not make either claim.

\

Therefore, the pertinent language in Rule 24(a) is the following, which is
mandatory: "[AJnyone shall be permitted to intervene in an action . . . when the applicant
claims an interest relating to the property or transaction which is the subject of the action
and he is so situated that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or
i

impede his ability to protect that interest." (Emphasis added.)
2
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As this Court recently stated,
Under the amended [Rule 24(a)], an intervenor need claim
only "an interest relating to the property or transaction" such
that it may be impacted by the judgment. Accordingly, "the
text of Rule 24 now mandates intervention on even more
liberal terms."
State v. Bosh, 2011 UT 60 (internal quotations and citations omitted). The numerous preamendment cases cited by the Pia Firm for the proposition that an intervenor must have a
"direct" interest are no longer applicable. As this Court stated in Bosh, "this
interpretation of the rule has been altered in the wake of amendments lowering the
standard for intervention, as we described in Chatterton v. Walker, 938 P.2d 255 (Utah
1997)." Id
Thus, "[a]s the Rule's plain text indicates, intervenors of right need only an
'interest' in the litigation-not a 'cause of action' or 'permission to sue.'" Jones v. Prince
George's County, Maryland, 348 F.3d 1014, 1018 (D.C. Cir. 2003).1
And, when passing judgment on the sufficiency of a complaint in intervention,
"[t]he general rules on testing a pleading are applicable here. The pleading is construed
liberally in favor of the pleader-intervenor and the court will accept as true the wellpleaded allegations in the pleading." 7C C. Wright, A Miller & M. Kane, Federal
Practice and Procedure § 1914 at 525.

1

"This court recognizes the persuasiveness of federal interpretations when the state
and federal rules are similar and few Utah cases deal with the rule in question." Barton v.
Utah Transit Auth, 872 P.2d 1036, 1039 n. 5 (Utah 1994).
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The point of this action was to determine how the Pia Firm was going to get paid.
The Pia Firm repeatedly asserts that this "attorney fee" dispute has nothing to do with the
claims of the Supernova Parties. This assertion is obviously incorrect.
The Pia Firm was attempting to take the assets of Shannon's Rainbow, LLC,
consisting primarily of the film, "Shannon's Rainbow" (the "Film"), to be sold for
whatever the Pia Firm could get. The Pia Firm was also seeking recourse against the
personal assets of the Summit Works Parties.
In the Related Case, The SummitWorks Parties were interested primarily in
protecting their personal assets. They were not challenging the Pia Firm's right to
payment with assets of Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, or its ultimate right to take the Film.
The Supernova Parties challenge both. Because the Supernova Parties were not permitted
to intervene, the SummitWorks Parties did not hesitate to encumber the Film in their
settlement, and they purported to sign away important rights of Shannon's Rainbow,
LLC, and to cause Shannon's Rainbow, LLC to take on obligations to the Pia Firm and to
a third party lender in order to protect their own interests from any claims of the Pia Firm.
"Where an interest is claimed in a particular property or fund as to which
ownership or other rights are disputed in the litigation, the existence of the required
interest, and thus the right to intervene, is usually apparent." 3B James W. Moore et al.,
Moore's Federal Practice, f 24.07[2] at 24-55 (2d ed. 1995) (citing Calvert Fire Ins. Co.
v. Environs Dev. Corp. 601 F.2d 851 (5th Cir.1979) (contractor had right to intervene in
insurance settlement action because owner of building had breached contractual duty)).
4
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I

The right to intervene is apparent here. The Supernova Parties had various interests in the
Film, in its distribution, and in any cash remaining in Shannon's Rainbow, LLC. The
Supernova Parties asserted these interests in their Complaint in Intervention, with
supporting documentation:
•

Joycelyn Engle, manager of Intervenor Supernova Media, Inc., raised $2
million for the Film, and the investor agreements gave Supernova Media the
right to co-manage Shannon's Rainbow, LLC. Those agreements also
created rights to distribution of the Film in 800 American theaters, which
Supernova attempting to enforce. R. 80-81, 212-15.

•

As a member of Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, Intervenor Supernova had made
a statutory demand, entitling it to represent Intervenor Shannon's Rainbow,
LLC against the depredations of Mr. Pia and the SummitWorks Parties,
including protecting the Film from foreclosure. R. 83, 217.

All of these interests were threatened by the proposed actions of the existing
parties. Indeed, when the existing parties settled, those interests were "as a practical
matter impair[ed]" in numerous ways, as discussed in the Supernova Parties' opening
brief and, again, below.
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The Fact That The Interests Asserted Here Are Being Litigated
Elsewhere Is Immaterial to The Question of Intervention as of Right;
The Supernova Parties Are Not Seeking Inconsistent Judgments, but
Merely to Protect The Property until The Other Litigation Is Settled.

The fact that the Supernova Parties' claimed interests are being litigated in other
fora, and may ultimately be to some degree contingent on the Supernova Parties' success
in that litigation, does not preclude them from forming the basis of a right to intervention.
"A contingent interest in property is sufficient to give a person the right to intervene
where the property is the subject of the action." In re Discipline of Alex, 2004 UT 81, 99
P.3d 865, 870.
Nor were the Supernova Parties seeking a separate adjudication of those interests
in this action, with possible inconsistent results. Rather, they were seeking to preserve
and protect the property which was the subject matter of this action until those issues
could be decided in litigation which has progressed further.
The trial court's actions improperly prevented the Supernova Parties from doing
so, and have allowed the SummitWorks Parties to impair those interests.
III.

The Trial Court When It Ignored the Motion to Intervene as of Right
Presumably Because of The Settlement Agreement.

<

Judge Iwasaki summarily dismissed this action without ever addressing the
pending Motion to Intervene as of Right. Since he did so without comment, we must
assume that he did so in reliance on the Pia Firm's assertion that the motion was mooted
by the settlement. R. 320-25. Under Millard County, the trial court should have decided
<

the motion on the facts as they existed at the time the Motion to Intervene as of Right was
6
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filed. Otherwise, the holding of Millard County is rendered meaningless. If the
settlement agreement is permitted to moot the right to intervention, then the unjust results
foreseen in Millard County can freely occur, as they have in this case.
At the time the Motion to Intervene as of Right was filed, the mere fact that the
plaintiff was attempting the foreclosure of property in which the Supernova Parties
claimed an ownership interest was sufficient to establish a right to intervention. See
Home Sav. of Am., FSB v. Pioneer Bank & Trust Co., 169 F.R.D. 332, 335 (N.D. 111.
1996) ("If Home Savings' foreclosure action is disposed of as Home Savings desires, [the
Intervenor's] ability to protect his interest in the property clearly will be impaired or
impeded, since Home Savings will foreclose on the mortgage and sell the property
without regard to [the Intervenor's] claim that he is co-owner of the property and may
have an interest that takes precedence over Home Savings' interest.")
IV.

Even After The Settlement The Supernova Parties Had Interests
Which Could Be, and in Fact Were, Impaired by The Litigation.

Disposal or encumbrance of the Film would clearly have implicated the interests of
the Supernova Parties. So, the SummitWorks Parties and the Pia Firm did surreptitiously
what they could not do openly. While the settlement agreement purported to release
claims against the Film, the SummitWorks Parties had borrowed money from a third
party, and pledged the Film to that third party. The loan documents for the funds
borrowed to settle this case are attached as Addendum 3.
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The settlement agreement obligated Intervenor Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, to repay
the funds, signed away important rights against the Pia Firm belonging Intervenor
Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, and obligated Intervenor Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, to
undertake indemnification obligations to the Pia Firm, in order to protect the personal
assets of the Summit Works Parties. This, also, impairs the interests of the Supernova
Parties, including the interests of Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, which the Supernova Parties
were attempting to assert derivatively.
Thus, even if it were proper to decide the Motion to Intervene as of Right in light
of the settlement agreement - and it emphatically was not - the trial court by dismissing
this case in the face of a pending Motion to Intervene as of Right.
Under Millard County, the settlement was not a final settlement. Under Rule
24(a), the Motion to Intervene as of Right should have been granted.
CONCLUSION
The Supernova Parties seek an Order reversing the dismissal of this case and
ordering that the Supernova parties be permitted to intervene.
DATED this 7th day of December, 2011.
WOOD JENKINS LLC

0^v^4^
Kathryn O. Balmforth
/
A ttorneys for Appellants
<
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SECURED PROMISSORY NOTE
Effective Date: March 2 8 , 2011
RECITALS
COMPANIES/BORROWERS: Shannon's Rainbow, LLC, a Utah limited liability company,
and Shannon's Rainbow Production. LLC, a Pennsylvania
limited liability company
MANAGER:

The Companies* manager is SummitWorks, LLC (the
"Manager")

LENDER-

Mark Ross, an Individual (the "Lender")

AMOUNT OF LOAN:

$110,000.00

AGREEMENT
Promise to Pay. For value received. Shannon's Rainbow. LLC and Shannon's
Rainbow Production, LLC, jointly and severally, (collectively, the "Borrowers") promise to pay
to the order of Mark Ross, having an address of 259 Soutli College Street. Washington, PA
1.5301 ("Lender"'), at his primary offices or at such other place as Lender may from time to time
designate, in lawful money of the United States of America, the principal sum of One Hundred
Ten Thousand Dollars ($110,000.00) ("Principal Indebtedness"), a Loan Fee of $15,000.00
("Loan Fee"), plus interest as computed below.
1.

2.
Purpose of Loan. The purpose of the Loan evidenced by this Secured Promissory
Note ("Note") is to provide funds for the Borrowers to settle all actions and claims asserted
against them by Pia Anderson Dorius Reynard & Moss, LLC, a Utah limited liability company
"PADRM"), including but not limited to PADRM\s alleged liens and claims against the movie
picture production entitled ''Shannon's Rainbow-* (''Shannon's Rainbow").
3.
Interest. This Note shall bear interest at fifteen (15%) percent. In other words,
the total original interest payment shall be $16,500.00. After an Event of Default (as defined
below), the Principal Indebtedness of this Note will bear additional interest at the default rate of
fifteen percent (15%) per annum until the total Principal Indebtedness of this Note and all unpaid
interest thereon shall be paid in full.
4.
Payment. The Principal Indebtedness, the Loan Fee and all interest (collectively,
the 'indebtedness") shall be due and payable on the one-year anniversary of the Effective Date.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Indebtedness shall be due and payable immediately upon
Borrowers5 receipt of any advances on distribution of the film "Shannon's Rainbow" or from
additional equity investments or loan fluids received from an investor or a lender.

,r
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!>.
Security. The Indebtedness shall be secured under the terms of those certain
Security Agreements dated of even date herewith executed by Borrowers in favor of Lender (the
"'Security Agreements") pursuant to which Borrowers grant to Lender a lien security interest in
and to all of the assets of the Borrowers, including but not limited to (i) the contract rights and
other general intangibles of the Borrowers with respect to ''Shannon's Rainbow" and (ii)
distribution or licensing rights related to the "Shannon's Rainbow5* including DVD sales of the
film and any proceeds therefrom.
6.
Prepayment. Borrowers shall have the right, from time to time and at any time, to
prepay all or any part, of the Indebtedness at any time or times prior to the matuirty date without
payment of any premium or penalty.
7.
Covenants. Until the Indebtedness is paid in full, the Borrowers covenant and
agree as follows:
(a)
Borrowers shall not without the prior written consent of the Lender, make
any direct or indirect payment of any nature, including but not limited to any distribution,
dividend or other similar type of payment, to any investor, or the promoter or manager or any
other affiliate of Borrowers unless such payment is made in the normal course of business to
carry on the production of the film:
(b)
Borrowers shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
create, incur, assume or suffer to exist any mortgage, pledge, lien, charge, security interest or
other encumbrance upon the assets of the Borrowers which is senior to the lien and security
interest of the Lender with the exception of the liens and security interests listed on Exhibit A;
(c)
With respect to the July 22, 2008 Secured Promissory Note between
Shannon's Rainbow. LLC and Laurence F. Ross, Borrowers acknowledge and agree that Lender
will be entitled to request that Laurence F. Ross, or his duly authorized representative, sign a
subordination agreement in favor of Lender:
(d)
Within thirty (30) days of the Effective Date, Borrowers shall cause the
UCC financing statements listed on Exhibit B to be terminated and/or withdrawn by the party
who filed the financing statement;
(e)
Borrowers shall not, without the prior written consent of the Lender,
merge into or consolidate with any other entity; make any substantial change in the nature of
Borrowers* business(es) as conducted as of the date hereof; acquire all or substantially all of the
assets of any other entity: nor sell, license, lease, transfer or otherwise dispose of all or a
substantial or material portion of Borrowers' assets except in the ordinary course of their
business(es);
(0
Borrowers shall reimburse Lender for all reasonable professional fees
incurred by Borrowers at standard rates in connection with the Loan, including the accounting
{J1SGI827.1J

L
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fees of McCrory & McDowell. LLC with respect to auditing the Borrowers and overseeing the
disbursement of the Loan. Lender shall pay for his attorney fees, provided there are no events of
default under this Note.
8.
Default. At the option of Lender, and notwithstanding anything herein to the
contrary, the Indebtedness shall at once become due and payable, without notice or demand,
upon the occurrence at any time of any of the following events (each referred to as an "Event of
Default"):
(a)
The failure to pay any amounts due hereunder within five (5) days
following the date when such payment was due and payable;
(b)
The filing by or against the Borrowers of any petition, arrangement
reorganization, or the like under any insolvency or bankruptcy law, or the adjudication of the
Borrowers or any of the parties as a bankrupt, or the making of an assignment for the benefit of
creditors, which decree or order is not stayed or set aside within twenty (20) days thereafter;
(c)
The breach of Borrowers of any representation, warranty or covenant set
forth in this Note or any other agreement between Borrowers and lender; and
(d)

An event of default shall have occurred under the Security Agreements.

9.
Waiver, Nothing contained herein shall prevent Lender from waiving, in writing,
in any certain instance or on any particular occasion, any right or remedy hereunder, including
but not limited to the operation of the acceleration clause above. Any consent or waiver shall not
be deemed to be a consent or waiver to any future transaction or occuirence. No such waiver
shall constitute a ftirther or continuing waiver of such right or remedy as to any preceding or
succeeding breach hereunder. No acceptance by Lender of any payment due hereunder which is
less than the full amount then due and owing shall operate as a waiver of the same or any other
right or option, except as and to the extent provided by law.
10Application of Payments. Any and all payments by Borrowers under this Note
shall be applied first to ihe payment of the Loan Fee; then to the payment of interest due to
Lender; and then to the payment of the Principal Indebtedness.
1L
Extension. The time for any payment required under this Note may be extended
from time to time at the election of Lender. Acceptance by Lender of additional security or
guarantees for the performance of the terms and provisions contained in this Promissory Note
shall not in any way affect the liability of Borrowers.
12.
Attorneys' Fees. If this Note is placed with an attorney for collection, or if suit be
instituted for collection, or if any other remedy permitted by law is pursued by Lender, or any
successors or assigns, because of any default in the terms and conditions herein, then in such
event, the Borrowers agree to pay reasonable attorneys' fees, costs, and other expenses incurred
by Lender in so doing, only if the Lender is the prevailing party in such claim or action.f\

\y
(Jl 501X27.1}
«s
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13.
Waiver of Presentment: Continuing Obligation. The Borrowers hereby waive
presentment, demand, protest and notice of nonpayment and of protest. Furthermore, the
Borrowers agree that their obligations shall continue in fall force and effect notwithstanding the
death, bankruptcy (or commencement thereof), dissolution or release of any other party and
notwithstanding the taking or release of security.
14Amendment. This Note may be modified or amended only in a written document
executed by all of the parties hereto.
15.
Governing Law. This Note shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, without regard to provisions relating to
conflict of laws.
16.

WARRANT OF ATTORNEY TO CONFESS JUDGMENT.

BORROWERS DO HEREBY EMPOWER ANY ATTORNEY OF ANY COURT OF
RECORD WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA TO APPEAR FOR
BORROWERS AFTER THE OCCURRENCE OF AN EVENT OF DEFAULT AND TEN
DAYS1 PRIOR WRITTEN NOTICE. AND. WITH OR WITHOUT A COMPLAINT OR
DECLARATION FILED, CONFESS A JUDGMENT OR JUDGMENTS AGAINST
BORROWERS AND IN FAVOR OF LENDER OR LENDER'S SUCCESSORS OR ASSIGNS
IN ANY COURT OF RECORD WITHIN THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
FOR THE INDEBTEDNESS, TOGETHER WITH COSTS OF SUIT AND REASONABLE
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND EXPENSES FOR COLLECTION. THE AUTHORITY AND
POWER TO APPEAR FOR AND ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST BORROWERS SHALL
NOT BE EXHAUSTED BY ONE OR MORE EXERCISES THEREOF, AND MAY BE
EXERCISED FROM TIME TO TIME AND AS OFTEN AS LENDER OR HIS SUCCESSORS
OR ASSIGNS SHALL DEEM NECESSARY OR DESIRABLE. ANY SUCH JUDGMENT
SHALL BE FULLY ENFORCEABLE UP TO THE AMOUNT DUE FROM BORROWERS
AT THE TIME ENFORCEMENT OF THE JUDGMENT IS SOUGHT, PLUS REASONABLE
ATTORNEYS* FEES AND EXPENSES FOR COLLECTION. BORROWERS HEREBY
FOREVER WAIVE AND RELEASE ANY AND ALL ERRORS IN SAID PROCEEDINGS,
WAIVE STAY OF EXECUTION, STAY, CONTINUANCE OR ADJOURNMENT OF SALE
ON EXECUTION, THE RIGHT TO PETITION TO SET ASIDE OR ORDER A RESALE,
THE RIGHT TO EXCEPT TO THE SHERIFF'S SCHEDULE OF PROPOSED
DISTRIBUTION. THE RIGHT OF INQUISITION AND EXTENSION OF TIME OF
PAYMENT. AND AGREE TO CONDEMNATION OF ANY PROPERTY LEVIED UPON BY
VIRTUE OF ANY EXECUTION ISSUED ON ANY SUCH JUDGMENT, AND
BORROWERS SPECIFICALLY WAIVE ALL EXEMPTIONS FROM LEVY AND SALE OF
ANY PROPERTY THAT NOW IS OR MAY HEREAFTER BE EXEMPT UNDER ANY
EXISTING OR FUTURE LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA OR THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, OR OF ANY OTHER JURISDICTION.
17.
WAIVER,

CONSENT TO JURISDICTION: SERVICE OF PROCESS; JURY TRIAL

>
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(A)
EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION.
EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN
SUBSECTION (B). BORROWERS AGREE THAT ALL DISPUTES ARISING OUT OF,
CONNECTED WITH, RELATED TO, OR INCIDENTAL TO THIS NOTE, WHETHER
ARISING IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, SHALL BE RESOLVED
EXCLUSIVELY BY STATE OR FEDERAL COURTS LOCATED IN PITTSBURGH,
PENNSYLVANIA: HOWEVER. BORROWERS ACKNOWLEDGE THAT ANY APPEALS
FROM THOSE COURTS MAY HAVE TO BE HEARD BY A COURT LOCATED OUTSIDE
OF PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA.
BORROWERS WAIVE IN ALL DISPUTES
BROUGHT PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT ANY OBJECTIONS THAT THEY MAY
HAVE TO THE LOCATION OF THE COURT CONSIDERING THE DISPUTE.
(B)
OTHER JURISDICTIONS. BORROWERS AGREE THAT LENDER
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO PROCEED IN A COURT IN ANY LOCATION TO ENABLE
THE LENDER TO (1) OBTAIN PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER BORROWERS OR
ANY PROPERTY OF BORROWERS. INCLUDING ANY PROPERTY WHICH IS
SECURITY FOR THE OBLIGATIONS TO THE LENDER OR (2) TO ENFORCE A
JUDGMENT OR OTHER COURT ORDER IN FAVOR OF THE LENDER. BORROWERS
WAIVE ANY OBJECTION "THAT- THEY MAY HAVE TO THE LOCATION OF THE
COURT IN WHICH LENDER HAS COMMENCED A PROCEEDING DESCRIBED IN THIS
SUBSECTION.
(C)
WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL. BORROWERS IRREVOCABLY WAIVE
ANY RIGHT TO HAVE A JURY PARTICIPATE IN RESOLVING ANY DISPUTE,
WHETHER SOUNDING IN CONTRACT. TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF,
CONNECTED WITH, RELATED TO OR INCIDENTAL TO THIS NOTE OR ANY OTHER
INSTRUMENT. DOCUMENT OR AGREEMENT EXECUTED OR DELIVERED IN
CONNECTION WITH THIS NOTE. BORROWERS AGREE AND CONSENT THAT ANY
SUCH CLAIM. DEMAND, ACTION OR CAUSE OF ACTION SHALL BE DECIDED BY
COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY AND THAT THEY OR LENDER MAY FILE AN
ORIGINAL COUNTERPART OR A COPY OF THIS NOTE WITH ANY COURT AS
WRITTEN EVIDENCE OF THE CONSENT TO THE WAIVER OF THE RIGHT TO TRIAL
BY JURY.
(D)
ADVICE OF COUNSEL.
BORROWERS REPRESENT AND
WARRANT TO LENDER THAT BORROWERS HAVE DISCUSSED, OR HAVE HAD AN
OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS THIS NOTE AND SPECIFICALLY THE PROVISIONS OF
THIS AND THE IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING PARAGRAPHS OF THIS NOTE WITH
COUNSEL OF THEIR OWN CHOOSING.

h
IJ1501827.1!
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18.

Successors and Assigns.

This Note shall bind Borrowers and the successors and assigns of Borrowers, and the
benefits hereof shall inure to the benefit of Lender and all successors and assigns of Lender. All
references herein to "Borrowers" shall be deemed to apply to Borrowers and the successors and
assigns of Borrowers, and all references herein to "Lender" shall be deemed to apply to Lender
and all successors and assigns of Lender.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Borrowers, intending to be legally bound, have executed this
Note on the day and year first above written with the intention that this Note shall constitute a
sealed instrument.
BORROWERS:
Shannon's Rainbow, LLC
By:

SummitWorks, LLC, a Utah limited liability
company, its Manager

By:
Name:
Title: —Tfrvgia
Shannon's Rainbow Production, LLC
By:

.
Its Managing Member

(H501827.S)
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Shannon's Rainbow, LLC
Exhibit "A"
Active UCC filings

Jurisdiction filed

Secured Party

UT

DIRECTORS GUILD
OF AMERICA

PA
UT
PA
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
DE

UT

DIRECTORS GUILD
OF AMERICA, INC.
SCREEN ACTORS
GUILD
ROSS LAURENCE F.
ROSS LAURENCE
RICHART LARRY
MOWOD JOHN
MORRISON
CHARLEY
SUMMITWORKS
PIA ANDERSON
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS
PADRM
PIA ANDERSON
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS
PIA ANDERSON j
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS

1

File/Case/Book/Page #

File Date

6/16/2008

j

345930200808

6/23/2008

2008 2111522

6/25/2008

346438200802

7/28/2008
7/28/2008
12/16/2010
12/16/2010

2008 2173035
348354200807
388916201044
388917201045

12/16/2010

388918201046

12/16/2010

388919201047

12/16/2010

388920201040

12/17/2010

388946201050

12/20/2010

2010 4500983

1/27/2011

390702201131
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Shannon's Rainbow, LLC
Exhibit MB"
Active UCC filings

Jurisdiction filed

Secured Parry

File Date

File/Case/Book/Page #

UT
UT

RICHART LARRY
MOWOD JOHN
MORRISON
CHARLEY
SUMMITWORKS
PIA ANDERSON
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS
PADRM
PIA ANDERSON
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS
PIA ANDERSON
DORIUS REYNARD
MOSS

12/16/2010
12/16/2010

388916201044
388917201045

12/16/2010

388918201046

12/16/2010

388919201047

12/16/2010

388920201040

12/17/2010

388946201050

12/20/2010

2010 4500983

1/27/2011

390702201131

UT
UT
UT
UT
DE

UT
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SECURITY AGREEMENT
THIS SECURITY AGREEMENT {this "AurecmenfT is dated as of die 28lh day of
March. 201 I by and between SHANNON'S RAINBOW. EEC. a Utah limiied iiahilii\ company
with an address at 3267 East 3300 South. Suiie 310, Salt Eake City. Utah 8410s) (the *Dehu>r}.
and MARK ROSS, a Pennsylvania resident, having an address at 259 South College Street.
Washington. PA 15301 (the "Secured PanC).
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, the Debtor has requested that the Secured Party make a loan to the Debtor
and to Shannon's Rainbow Production. EEC in the amount of One Hundred Ten Thousand
Dollars ($1 10.000.00) (the "Loan"'), which Loan will be evidenced by a secured promissory note,
dated of even date herewith, issued by the Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow Production. EEC io
the Secured Party ("Promissory Note""): and
WHEREAS, in order to induce the Secured Part)' to make the Eoan. and as a conditio!' v-.»
the Secured Party making such Eoan. the Debtor has agreed to enter into this Agreement for the
purpose of granting to the Secured Party a security interest in all of the assets of the Debtor, in
order to secure the Debtor's obligations to the Secured Party under the Promissory Note.
NOW. THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:
I.
GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST. The Debtor hereby grants and irmstcrs to
the Secured Party a security interest in all present and future right, title and interest of Debtor in
and to all property, whether now owned or existing or hereafter acqtiired or created and wherever
located described as follows (collectively, the "Collateral"):
(a)
all accounts, deposit accounts, investment property, contract rights, chaiici
paper (whether electronic or tangible), instruments, promissory notes, documents, general
intangibles, payment intangibles, software, letter of credit rights, supporting obligations,
healthcare insurance receivables and other rights to payment of every kind now existing or at any
time hereafter arising, including but not limited to any and all contract rights and other general
intangibles olr the Debtor with respect to that certain feature film currently known as Shannon*s
Rainbow ("Shannon's Rainbow'*):
(b)
all inventory, goods held for sale or lease or to be furnished under
contracts for service, or goods so leased or furnished, raw materials, eomponeni parts, work in
process and other materials used or consumed in Debtor's business, now or at any lime hereafter
owned or acquired by Debtor, wherever located, and all products thereof, whether in u-jie

;.a^»u>j.i;
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possession of Debtor, any warehousemen, any bailee or any other person, or m process of
delivery, and whether located at Debtor's places of business or elsewhere:
(c)
all warehouse receipts, bills of sale, bills of lading and other document of
every kind (whether or not negotiable) in which Debtor now has or at any time hereafter acquire1,
any interest, and all additions and accessions thereto, whether in the possession or custody of
Debtor, any bailee or any other person for any purpose:

<

(J)
all money and property heretofore, now or hereafter delivered ;o ; r
deposited with the Secured Parry or otherwise coming into the possession. cusiod\ «>r eomrol «>:
the Secured Parly (or any agent or bailee of the Secured Parry) in any manner or lor any purpose
whatsoever during.the.existence of this Agreement and whether held in a general o.r special
account or deposit for safekeeping or otherwise:

<

(e)
all right, title and interest of Debtor under licenses, guaranties, warranties,
management agreements, marketing or sales agreement's, escrow contracts, indemnih
agreements, insurance policies, service or maintenance agreements, supporting obligations and
other similar contracts of every kind in which Debtor now has or at any lime hereafter shall have
an interest, including but not limited to with respect to the film "Shannon's Rainbow:""

,

(f)
all goods, tools, machinery, furnishings, furniture and other equipment and
fixtures of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired, and all improvements, replacements,
accessions and additions thereto and embedded software included therein, whether located on
any property owned or leased by Debtor or elsewhere, including without limitation any of mo
foregoing now or at any lime hereafter located at or installed on the land or in the improvements
at any of the real properly owned or leased by Debtor, and all such goods after they have been
severed and removed from any of said real property: and
e.g.)
all motor vehicles, trailers, mobile homes, manufactured homes, boat*,
other rolling stock and related equipment of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired anu all
additions and accessories thereto, whether located on any property owned or leased by Debtor or
elsewhere:
together with whatever is receivable or received when any of the foregoing or the proceeds
thereof are sold, leased, collected, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. whether such disposition
is voluntary or involuntary, including without limitation all rights to payment, including returned
premiums, with respect to any insurance relating to any of the foregoing, and all rights \o
payment with respect to any claim or cause of action affecting or relating ro any of rive forego mi*
(collectively, the "Proceeds").
2.
OBLIGATIONS SECURED. The obligations secured hereby are the payment
and performance of: (a) all present and future Indebtedness (as hereinafter defined) of Debtor
and Shannon's Rainbow Production, LLC to Secured Party under the Promisson Note; (hi ail
present and future Indebtedness and other obligations of Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow
Production. LLC and rights of Secured Party under the .Agreement: (c) all obligations of Debtor
and Shannon's Rainbow Production. LLC and rights of Secured Party under this Agreement: and
:.:I>iJlJG« ! ;
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•d) all present and liuure obligations of Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow Production. LLC u»
Secured Party of other kinds. The word "Indebtedness" is used herein in its most comprehensive
^cn>>c and includes any and all advances, debts, obligations and liabilities of Debtor, heretofore,
now or hereafter made, incurred or created, whether voluntary or involuntary and however
arising, whether due or not due. absolute or contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or
undetermined.
3.
TERMINATION. This Agreement will terminate upon the performance of all
obligations of Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow Production, LLC to Secured Party, including
without limitation, the payment of the indebtedness to Secured Party.
4.
OBLIGATIONS OF SECURED PARTY. Any money .received by Secured Party
in respect of the Collateral may be deposited, at Secured Party's option, into a non-interest
bearing account over which Debtor shall have no control, and the same shall, for all purposes, be
deemed Collateral hereunder.
5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. Debtor represents and warrants to
Secured Party that: (a) Debtor's legal name is exaelK as set forth on the iirsi page of this
Agreement, and all of Debtors organizational documents or agreements delivered to Secured
Party are complete and accurate in every respect: (b) Debtor is the owner and has possession or
control of the Collateral and Proceeds; (c) Debtor has the exclusive right to grant a .security
interest in the Collateral and Proceeds: (d) all Collateral and Proceeds are genuine. Tree from
liens, adverse claims, setoffs. defaulL prepayment, defenses and conditions precedent of any kind
or character, except the lien created hereby or as otherwise agreed to by Secured Party, or us
listed on attached Exhibit A: (c) all statements contained herein and. where applicable, in the
Collateral are true and complete in all material respects: if) no financing statement covering an>
of the Collateral or Proceeds, and naming any secured party other than Secured Party, is on rile
in any public office with the exception of the financing statements listed on attached Exhibit A:
(g) where Collateral consists of rights to payment, all persons appearing to be obligated on the
Collateral and Proceeds have authority and capacity to contract and are bound as they appear to
be. all property subjecf to chattel paper has been properly registered and filed incompliance with
law and to perfect the interest of Debtor in such property, and all. such Collateral and Proceeds
comply with all applicable laws concerning form, content and manner of preparation and
execution; and (h) where the Collateral consists of equipment". Debtor is not in the business of
selling goods of the kind included within such Collateral, and Debtor acknowledges thai no sale
or other disposition of any such Collateral, including without limitation, any such Collateral
which Debtor may deem to be surplus, has been consented to en* acquiesced in by Secured Part},
except as specifically set forth in writing by Secured Party.
6.

COVENANTS OF DEBTOR.

(a)
Debtor agrees in general: i\) to pay Indebtedness sec tired hereby when
due; (ii) to indemnity Secured Party against all losses, claims, demands, liabilities and expenses
of every kind caused by property subject hereto: nii) to permit Secured Party to exercise his
powers: (iv) to execute and deliver such documents as Secured Party deems necessary to create,
perfect and continue the security interests contemplated hereby: (v) not to change its name, anil
:.n*i'»!x.*ii i :
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as applicable, its chief executive office, its principal residence or the jurisdiction in which it is
organized and/or registered without giving Secured Pari) prior written notice thereof; (vi) nor to
change the places where Debtor keeps any Collateral ov Debtor's records concerning ihe
Collateral and Proceeds without giving Secured Party prior written notice of the address to which
Debtor is moving same; and (vii) to cooperate with Secured Parly in perfecting all security
inierests granted herein and in obtaining such agreements from third parties as Secured Part;
deems necessary, proper or convenient in connection wiih the preservation, perfection or
enforcement of any of his rights hereunder:
tb)
Debtor acknowledges and agrees that Secured Party will be entitled t-.»
request that Laurence F. Ross, or his duly authorized personal representative, sign a
subordination agreement in favor of Secured Party whereby the Proniissoiy.Notc woiijd.be.paid
ahead of the indebtedness between Debtor and Laurence I*. Ross;
(c)
Within thirty (30) days of the date of this Agreement, Debtor shall cause
the UCC financing statements listed on Exhibit B to be terminated and/or withdrawn by the part>
who filed the financing statement:
(d)
Debtor agrees with regard to the Collateral and Proceeds, unless Secured
.Party agrees otherwise in writing: Ci) that Secured Party is authorized to file financing
statements in the name of Debtor to perfect Secured Party's security interest in the Collateral and
Proceeds; (ii) where applicable. 10 insure the Collateral with Secured Party named as loss payee,
in lb mi. substance and amounts, under agreements, against risks and liabilities, and with
insurance companies satisfactory to Secured Party: (iii) where applicable. to operate the
Collateral in accordance with all applicable statutes, rules and regulations relating to the use and
control thereof, and not to use any Collateral for any unlawful purpose or in any way that would
void any insurance required to be carried in connection therewith: (iv) to pay when due all
license fees, registration fees and other charges in connection with any Collateral; (v) to perm it
Secured Part}' to inspect the Collateral at any time: (vi) to keep, in accordance wiih generally
accepted accounting principles, complete and accurate records regarding all Collateral and
Proceeds, and to permit Secured Party to inspect the same and make copies thereof at anyreasonable time: (vii) if requested by Secured Party, to receive and tise reasonable diligence to
collect Collateral consisting of accounts and other rights to payment and Proceeds, in trust and as
die propem of Secured Party, and to immediately endorse as appropriate and deliver such
Collateral anil Proceeds to Secured Party daily in ihe exact form in which they are received
together with a collection report in form satisfactory to Secured Party; (viin not to commingle
Collateral or Proceeds, or collections thereunder, with other property: (ix) to give only normal
allowances and credits and to advise Secured Party thereof immediately in writing if they afleci
any rights to payment or Proceeds in any material respect: (x) from time to time, when requested
by Secured Party, to prepare and deliver a schedule of all Collateral and Proceeds subject to this
Agreement and to assign in writing and deliver to Secured Party all accounts, contracts, leases
and other chattel paper, instruments, documents and other evidences thereof; (xi) in the event
Secured Party elects to receive payments of rights to payment or Proceeds hereunder, to pay all
expenses incurred by Secured Party in connection therewith, including expenses of accounting,
correspondence, collection efforts, reporting to account or contract debtors, filing, recording,
record keeping and expenses incidental thereto: and (xii) to provide any service md do any other
:.U>«» • * . « « . * ) :
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acts which may be necessary 10 maintain, preserve and protect all Collateral and. as appropriate
and applicable, to keep ail Collateral in good and saleable condition, io deal with the Collateral
in accordance with the standards and practices adhered to generally by the users and
manufacturers of like property, and to keep all Collateral and Proceeds free and clear of all
defenses, rights; of offset and counterclaims.
7.
POWERS OF SECURED PARTY. Debtor appoints Secured Pam its true
attorney in fact to perform any of the following powers, which are coupled with an interest, arc
irrevocable until termination of this Agreement and may be exercised from time to time by
Secured Parly's officers and employees, or any of them, whether or not Debtor is in default: (a)
to perform any obligation of Debtor hereunder in Debtor's name or otherwise; (b) to give notice
to account debtors or others of Secured Party's rights in the .Collateraland--Proceeds,-to enforce
or forebear from enforcing the same and make extension and modification agreements will;
respect thereto: (c) to release persons 'liable on Collateral or Proceeds and to give receipts and
acquittances and compromise disputes in connection therewith: (d) to release or substitute
security; (e) to resort lo security in an\ order: (f) to prepare, execute, file, record or deliver noic:-,
assignments, schedules, designations statements, financing statements, continuation statements,
termination statements, statements of assignment, applications for registration or like papers 10
perfect, preserve or release Secured Party's interest in the Collateral and Proceeds: ig) to receive,
open and read mail addressed to Debtor: (h) to lake cash, instruments for the payment of mone>
and other property to which Secured Party is entitled; (i) to verify facts concerning the Collateral
and Proceeds by inquiry of obligors thereon, or otherwise, in its own name or a fictitious name:
(i.5 to endorse, collect, deliver and receive payment under instruments for the payment of mone>
constituting or relating to Proceeds: (k) to prepare, adjust, execute, deliver and receive payment
under insurance claims, and to collect and receive payment of and endorse any instrument in
payment of loss or returned premiums or any other insurance refund or return, and to appl} such
amounts received by Secured Party, at Secured Party's sole option, toward repayment of she
Indebtedness or. where appropriate, replacement of the Collateral: (I) to exercise all rights,
powers and remedies which Debtor would have, but for this Agreement, with respect to all
Collateral and Proceeds subject hereto: (m) to enter onto Debtor's premises in inspecting the
Collateral; (n) to preserve or release the interest evidenced by chattel paper to which Secured
Party is entitled hereunder and to endorse and deliver any evidence of title incidental thereto: and
to) to do all acts and things and to execute all documents in the name of Debtor or otherwise,
deemed by Secured Party as necessary, proper and convenient in connection with the
preservation, perfection or enforcement of his rights hereunder.
8.
PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS. 'FAXES. CHARGES. F1ENS AND
ASSESSMENTS. Debtor agrees to pay. prior to delinquency, all insurance premiums, taxes,
charges, liens and assessments against the Collateral and Proceeds, and upon the failure r.f
Debtor to do so. Secured Party at his option may pay any of them and shall be the sole judge of
the legality or validity thereof and the amount necessary lo discharge the same. Any .such
payments made by Secured Party shall be obligations, of Debtor to Secured Party, due and
payable immediately upon demand, together with interest at a rate set forth in the Promissory
Note, and shall be secured by the Collateral and Proceeds, subject to all terms and condiiions;-of
this Agreement\\
\\
: .11 .Ma .-on :;
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EVENTS OF DEFAULT. The occurrence o f any of the following shall constiiiiie
^ " "Event ol' Default" under this Agreement':- fa.) any default in the payment or performance of
any obligation, or any defined event of default, under the Promissory Note: (bi any
representation or warranty made by Debtor herein shall pvov<i to be incorrect, false or misleading
m any material respect when made: (c) Debtor shall tail 10 observe or perform any obligation or
agreement contained herein: and (d) Secured Parly, in good faiih. believes any or ail o f ( I K
Collateral and/or Proceeds to be in danger of misuse, dissipation, commingling, loss, theft,
damage or destruction, or otherwise in jeopardy or unsatisfactory in character or value.
10.
REMEDIES. Upon the occurrence of any Event o f Default. Secured Party shall
have the right, to declare immediately clue and payable all or any Indebtedness secured hereby.
Secured Party shall have all other rights, powers, privileges and remedies grained to a secured
party upon default under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in the Commonwealth «»f
Pennsylvania oi\ the date of ibis Agreement and as amended from lime to time, or otherwise
provided by law. including without limitation, the right (a) to contact all persons obligated to
Debtor on any Collateral or Proceeds and to instruct such persons to deliver all Collateral and/or
Proceeds directly to Secured Party, and (b) 10 sell, lease, license or otherwise dispose of :m\ or
all Collateral. In addition. Debtor appoints Secured Party as its true attorney in fact to. upon the
occurrence of any Event of Default, make withdrawals from and 10 close deposit accounts or
other accounts with any financial institution, wherever located, into which Proceeds may have
been deposited, and to apply funds so withdrawn to payment o f the Indebtedness. This power of
attorney is coupled with an interest, is irrevocable until termination of this Agreement and may
be exercised from time to time by Secured Parly or his duly authorized representatives. Ail
rights, powers, privileges and remedies of Secured Parly shall be cumulative. No delay, failure
or discontinuance of Secured Party in exercising any right, power, privilege or remedy hereunder
shall affect or operate was a waiver of such right, power, privilege or remedy: nay shall am
single or partial exercise of any such right, power, privilege or remedy preclude, waive or
otherwise affect any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power,
privilege or remedy. Any waiver, permit, consent or approval o f any kind by Secured Parts of
any default hereunder, or any such waiver of any provisions or conditions hereof, must be in
writing and shall be effective only to the extent sei forth in writing, li is agreed thai public or
private sales or other dispositions, for cash or on credit, to a wholesaler or retailer or investor, or
us(ti' o f property of the types subject to this Agreement, or public auctions, are all commercially
reasonable since differences \n the prices generally realized in the different kinds of dispositions
are ordinarily offset, by the differences in the costs and credit, risks of such dispositions. While
an Event of Default exists: (a) Debtor will deliver to Secured Party from lime to lime, as
requested by Secured Party, current lists of all Collateral and Proceeds: (b) at Secured Party\
request. Debtor will assemble and deliver all Collateral and Proceeds, and books and records
pertaining thereto, to Secured Party at. a reasonably convenient place designated by Secured
Party: and (c) Secured. Party may. without notice to Debtor, enter onto Debtor's premises and
take possession of the Collateral. With respect to any sale or other disposition by Secured Party
of any Collateral subject io this Agreement, Debtor hereby expressly grants to Secured Party the
right to sell such Collateral using any or all of Debtor's trademarks, trade names, trade name
rights and/or proprietary labels or marks. Debtor further agrees that Secured Party shall ihave noobligation to process or prepare any Collateral for sale or other disposition.
• •
j .*

:.: i v-1 xvi.'.*
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11.
DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL AND PROCEEDS: TRANSFER OI
INDEBTEDNESS. In disposing of Collateral hereunder. Secured Party may disclaim all
warranties of title, possession, quiet enjoyment and the like. Any proceeds of any deposition o\'
any Collateral or Proceeds, or any part thereof, may be applied by Secured Party to (he payment
of expenses incurred by Secured Party in connection \\iih the foregoing, including reasonable
attorneys* fees, and the balance of such proceeds may be applied by Secured Pari} toward the.
payment of the Indebtedness in such order of application as Secured Part} may from time to time
elect. Upon the transfer of all or any part of the Indebtedness. Secured Party ma\ transfer all or
un} part of the Collateral or Proceeds and shall be full) discharged thereafter from all liability
and responsibility with respect 10 any of the foregoing so transferred, and the transferee shall be
vested with all rights and power of Secured Party hereunder with respect to any of the foregoing
so transferred; but with respect to any Collateral or Proceeds not so transferred. Secured Pari}
shall retain all rights, powers, privileges and remedies herein given.
12.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. Until all indebtedness shall have been paid in
full and all commitments by Secured Party to extend credit to Debtor have been terminated, the
power of sale ov other disposition and all other rights, powers, privileges and remedies granted u>
Secured Party hereunder shall continue to exist and may be exercised by Secured Party m am
time and from time to time irrespective of the fact thai the Indebtedness or any part thereof ma}
have become barred by any statute of limitations, or that the persona! liability o\' Debtor ma\
have eeaseu. unless such liability shall have ceased due to the payment in full of all Indebtedness
sec 11 red hereu n d er.
13.
MISCELLANEOUS. When there is more than one Debtor named herein: (a? the
word "Debtor" shall mean all or any one or more of rhern as the context requires: (bt the
obligations of each Debtor hereunder are joint and several; and (c) until all Indebtedness shall
have been paid in full, no Debtor shall have any right of subrogation or contribution, and each
'Debtor hereby waives any benefit of or right to participate in any of the Collateral or Proceeds or
any oilier security now or hereafter held by Secured Party. Debtor hereby waives any right to
require Secured Party to (i) proceed against Debtor or any other person, (ii) marshal assets or
proceed against or exhaust any security from Debtor or any other person, (iii) perform an\
obligation of Debtor with respect to any Collateral or Proceeds, and (iv) make any presentment
or demand, or give any notice of nonpayment or nonperformance, protest, notice of protest or
notice of dishonor hereunder or in connection with any Collateral or Proceeds. Debtor further
waives any right to direct the application of paymenis or security for any Indebtedness of Debtor
or indebtedness of customers of Debtor.
14.
NOTICES. All notices, requests and demands required under this Agreement
must be in writing, addressed to Secured Party at the address specified in the introductory
paragraph above and to Debtor at the address of its chief executive office specified below or'to
such other address as any party may designate by written notice ro each other part} md shall be
deemed to have been given or made as follows: (a) if personally delivered, upon delivery: ib) i!"
sent by mail, upon the earlier of the dale of receipt or three (3) days after deposit in the U.S.
mail, first elass and postage prepaid; and (c) if sent by telecopy, upon receipt.
\\

^i.-'iJUvVi.i:
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\5.
COSTS. EXPENSES AND ATTORNEYS' FEES. Dehor shall pa> io Secured
Party immediately upon demand the Full amount of all payments, advances, charges, cost.- and
expenses, including reasonable atiorneys* fees (to include counsel fees), expended or incurred b>
Secured Party in connection with (a) the perfection and preservation of the Collateral or Secured
Party's interest therein, and (b) upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the realization,
enforcement and exercise of any right, power privilege or remedy by Secured Party against
Debtor conferred by this Agreement to Secured Party.-whether incurred ai the trial or appellate
level, in an arbitration proceeding or otherwise, and including any of the foregoing incurred in
connection wirh any bankruptcy proceeding (including without limitation, any ad versa ry
proceeding. contested matter or motion brought by Secured Party or any other person) relating to
Debtor or in any way affecting any of the Collateral or Secured Party's ability to exercise an> of
his rights .or remedies with respect (hereio. All.of the foregoing, shall be paid by Debtor wich
interest from the dale of demand until paid in full at a rate per annum equal lo the fifteen percent
(15%).
16.
SUCCESSORS: ASSIGNS: AMENDMENT. This Agreement shall be binding.
upon and inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives,
successors and assigns of the parties, and may be amended or modified only in writing signed by
Secured Party and Debtor.
I 7.
SEVERABILITY OF PROVISIONS. If any provision of this Agreement shall he
held to be prohibited by or invalid under applicable law. such provision shall be ineffective onh
to the extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such
provision ov any remaining provisions of this Agreement.
18.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
19.
WAIVER OF TRIAL BY JURY.
DEBTOR AND SECURED PARTY
MUTUALLY HEREBY KNOWINGLY. VOLUNTARILY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVE
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY CLAIM BASED HEREON.
ARISING OUT OF. UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS SECURITY AGRFEMEN I
OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENT CONTEMPLATED TO BE EXECUTED IN CONNECTION
HEREWITH OR ANY COURSE OF CONDUCT COURSE OF DEALINGS. STATEMENTS
("WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN) OR ACTIONS OF ANY PARTY. THIS WAIVER
CONSTITUTES A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR SECURED PARTY TO ACCEPT THIS
SECURITY AGREEMENT AND EXTEND CREDIT TO DEBTOR.
Debtor warrants that Debtor is a limited liability company registered under the laws; of
the State of Utah.
Debtor warrants that its chief executive office is located at the following address:

:!: /
3 ^
;.:I50I8.V».I;
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Debtor warrants thai the Collateral (except good sin iransii) is located or domiciled at the
lb Iiowirm additional addresses:

£+i!i» P.7*<£i-/vJ
IJil.k. k\ } Ua <p^kmJ> f\w/Y\\juz~
hiiiiv/iACte*
- ~^—•-,-

c:&-

^fjo^K

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the parties have
execLIled this Agreement as of the date firsi written above.
SHANNON'S RAINBOW. LLC

ATTES'i

By:

'•^(iL^Mi

JLL

StimmitWorks. LLC. a Utah
^JiaWntycompanv. its Manner

JI^£

limited

S^7 y /

By: • :".„~
^C&^^t^L^frr
(Seal \
Name: ^ L l i ^ l i ^
.._ _.
Tit le: m^£hg/y\ & ^ L a ^ ^

WITNESS:

Bv:
Mark Ross. Lender

•JIJOISJ&.I;
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Department of State - Corporation Bureau
Carol Aichele
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FILING ACKNOWLEDGMENT
05/06/2011

Eckert Seamans
counter

File Number: 2011050604663 Filing Date: 05/05/2011 8:00 AM
Lapse Date: 05/05/2016

Filing Type: UCC
Pages: 3

Indexed Debtor(s):
Commercial:
SHANNON'S RAINBOW PRODUCTION, LLC, 455 Racetrack Road, Washington, PA, 15203
Secured Party(s) / Assignee(s):
Personal:
Ross, Mark, 259 South College Street, Washington, PA, 15301, United States
Other Information:

Please review the above information that was indexed in our database. We have indexed the above
information exactly as it was presented on your enclosed filing. If there is an error please contact our
office at the number listed below. If you wish to make a change from your original document an
amendment (UCC-3) with the appropriate fee is required.
UCC Filing Fees:
UCC-1 and UCC-3
UCC-11
Copies

$84.00
$12.00
$3.00

206 North Office Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
(717) 787-1057
www.dos.state.pa.us/corps

Please refer to the Secretary of State's web page at
www.dos.state.pa.us/corps for additional filing information.
Folder: Tl 112564290 Tracking: Tl 112564298
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.

File Number. 2011050604663
Date Filed: 05/05/2011 08:00 AM
Carol Aichele

UCC FINANCING STATEMENT

Secretary of the Commonwealth

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY
A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER [optional!

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (N*m« and Addret*)

'ECKERTSEAMANS

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
UCC1 Initial Filing 3 Page(s)

COUNTER

L

J

T1112564298

1 . D E B T O R ' S E X A C T F U L L L E G A L NAME-io<«rtonlypja<fcbtofna^
1 a ORGANEATiON'S NAME

SHANNON'S RAINBOW PRODUCTION, LLC
OR

Ib.lNaVlDUAJL'S LAST NAME

1 c MAILING ADORESS

MIDDLE NAME

SUFRX

CITY

STATE

COUNTRY

Washington

455 Racetrack Road
1d.aE£lH3TKUCTlQttS

FIRST NAME

A D O I I N F O R E 11a. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR
| l i m i t e d Liability C o m p a n y

PA

1f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

POSTAL CODE

15203

3815019

Pennsylvania

USA

1g. ORGANIZATIONAL D #. if any

Qjoc

2 . A D D I T I O N A L D E B T O R ' S E X A C T F U L L L E G A L N A M E - hwart only g e t debtor nam* (2a or2b)-donatabbneHmt8 0fcombinanafflaa
2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

OR

2b. tiOMDUAL'S LAST NAME

2 a MAUNO ADDRESS

2d.JU ^ l N t T M i C T l O N S

A D O L I N F O R E 12c TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
ORGANEATION
DEBTOR
j

FIRST NAME

MIDDLE NAME

CITY

STATE

2f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

SUFFIX

POSTAL CODE

20. ORGANIZATIONAL 10 #. if any

11

1

COUNTRY

DNONE

3 . S E C U R E D P A R T Y ' S I ^ E ( o r N A M E o f T O T A L ASSIGNEEof ASSIGNOR S^-lntartonlyQnia«cw»d party name (3a «x 3b)
3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

OR

FIRST NAME

3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

MIDDLE NAME

SUFFIX

STATE

COUNTRY

Mark

Ross

CITY

3c. MAJUNGADORESS

259 South College Street

Washington

PA

POSTAL COOE

15301

' 4 . I W a FINANCING STATEMENT covwa t h * fbHowvIno coilataral:

See atUched Exhibit "A"

S. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNATION fjf applfcabla):r|LESSEEfl.ESSOR
1 IFSTATFRFCORQft
nTFnffiflnm

5 . OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA

PA SOS

rroTT

Att»rh Aridanrfum
Atarflfl

liCONStGNEE/CONSIGNOR
f iBAlLEE/BAJLOR T j S B J J = W B U Y E R
record] (orrecorood)InthaREAL
mt
|7.ChacktoREQUI
SEARCH REPOR
fij

m

rifweiatfii I fnimwiifm

FILING OFFICE COPY — UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 05/22/02)

TSRSnT

m* —

•JttawUtii

1AQ.UEN

]NON-UCCFIUWQ

n^

A8 Dabtors I l D a b t o r 1 I f O a b t o r 2

International Association of Commercial Administrator! (IACA)
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Exhibit A to UCC-1 Financing Statement
1.
The foregoing Financing Statement (to which this Exhibit A is attached) is presented to a
filing officer for filing pursuant to the Uniform Commercial Code in effect in the jurisdiction
where filed (Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Secretary of State):
(a) Name and Address of Debtor:
Shannon's Rainbow Production, LLC (the "Debtor")
455 Racetrack Road
Washington, PA 15301
(b) Name and Address of Secured Party:
Mark Ross (the "Secured Party")
259 South College Street
Washington, PA 15301
2.

Description of Collateral covered by this Financing Statement:

(a)
all accounts, deposit accounts, investment properly, contract rights, chattel
paper (whether electronic or tangible), instruments, promissory notes, documents, general
intangibles, payment intangibles, software, letter of credit rights, supporting obligations,
healthcare insurance receivables and other rights to payment of every kind now existing or at any
time hereafter arising, including but not limited to any and all contract rights and other general
intangibles of the Debtor with respect to that certain feature film currently known as Shannon's
Rainbow ("Shannon's Rainbow");
(b)
all inventory, goods held for sale or lease or to be furnished under
contracts for service, or goods so leased or furnished, raw materials, component parts, work in
process and other materials used or consumed in Debtor's business, now or at any time hereafter
owned or acquired by Debtor, wherever located, and all products thereof, whether in the
possession of Debtor, any warehousemen, any bailee or any other person, or in process of
delivery, and whether located at Debtor's places of business or elsewhere;
(c)
all warehouse receipts, bills of sale, bills of lading and other documents of
every kind (whether or not negotiable) in which Debtor now has or at any time hereafter acquires
any interest, and all additions and accessions thereto, whether in the possession or custody of
Debtor, any bailee or any other person for any purpose;
(d)
all money and property heretofore, now or hereafter delivered to or
deposited with the Secured Party or otherwise coming into the possession, custody or control of
the Secured Party (or any agent or bailee of the Secured Party) in any manner or for any purpose
whatsoever during the existence of this Agreement and whether held in a general or special
account or deposit for safekeeping or otherwise;
{J1513238.1}
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(e)
all right, title and interest of Debtor under licenses, guaranties, warranties,
management agreements, marketing or sales agreements, escrow contracts, indemnity
agreements, insurance policies, service or maintenance agreements, supporting obligations and
other similar contracts of every kind in which Debtor now has or at any time hereafter shall have
an interest, including but not limited to with respect to the film "Shannon's Rainbow;"
(f)
all goods, tools, machinery, furnishings, furniture and other equipment and
fixtures of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired, and all improvements, replacements,
accessions and additions thereto and embedded software included therein, whether located on
any property owned or leased by Debtor or elsewhere, including without limitation any of the
foregoing now or at any time hereafter located at or installed on the land or in the improvements
at any of the real property owned or leased by Debtor, and all such goods after they have been
severed and removed from any of said real property; and
(g)
all motor vehicles, trailers, mobile homes, manufactured homes, boats,
other rolling stock and related equipment of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired and all
additions and accessories thereto, whether located on any property owned or leased by Debtor or
elsewhere; together with whatever is receivable or received when any of the foregoing or the
proceeds thereof are sold, leased, collected, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, whether such
disposition is voluntary or involuntary, including without limitation all rights to payment,
including returned premiums, with respect to any insurance relating to any of the foregoing, and
all rights to payment with respect to any claim or cause of action affecting or relating to any of
the foregoing (collectively, the "Proceeds").
3.
Unless otherwise defined, all capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings assigned to
them in the Security Agreement, dated March 28,2011, between the Debtor and the Secured Party (the
"Security Agreement").

{J1513238.1}
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SECURITY AGREEMENT
THIS SECURITY AGREEMENT (this -Agreement") is dated as of ihe 28 ,b da* ol
March. 2011 by and between SHANNON'S RAINBOW PRODUCTION. LLC. a Pennsylwiimi
limited liability company; with an address at 3267 East 3300 South. Suite 310. Sail Lake City.
Utah 84109 (the "Debtor"), and MARK ROSS, a Pennsylvania resident, having an address ai
2>c) South College Street. Washington. PA 15301 (the "Secured Party").
WITNESSETH THAT:
WHEREAS, ihe Debtor has requested that ihe Secured Party make a loan 10 ihe Debtor
and m Shannon's Rainbow. EEC m ihe amount of One Hundred Ten Thousand Dollar*
(SI 10.000.00) (the "Loan"), which Loan will be evidenced by a secured promissory note, daied
of even date herewith, issued by the Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow. EEC to the Secured Partv
(••Promissory' Note"): and
WHEREAS, in order to induce the Secured Party to make the Loan, and as a condition u«
the Secured Parly making such Loan, the Debtor has agreed to enter into this Agreement f«»r ihe
purpose of granting to the Secured Party a security interest in all of the assets of the Debtor, in
ovdcv to secure the Debtor's obligations to the Secured Party under the Promissory Note.
NOW. THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, ihe receipt of which, is hereby
acknowledged, the parties hereto, intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:
I.
GRANT OF SECURITY INTEREST. The Debtor hereby grants and transfers 10
the Secured Parry a security interest in all present and future right, title and interest of Debtor in
and to all property, whether now owned or existing or hereafter acquired or created and wherever
located described as follows (collectively, the "Collateral"):
(a)
all accounts, deposit accounts, investment property, eontraei rights, cruutc!
paper (whether electronic or tangible), instruments, promissory notes, documents, general
intangibles, payment intangibles, software, letter of credit rights, supporting obligations,
healthcare insurance receivables and other rights to payment of even' kind now existing or at an\
time hereafter arising, including but not limited to any and all contract rights and other general
intangibles of the Debtor with respect to that certain feature film currently known as Shannon's
Rainbow ("Shannon's Rainbow"):
(b)
all inventory, goods held for sale or lease or to be furnished under
contracts for service, or goods so leased or furnished, raw materials, component parts, work in
process and other materials used or consumed in Debtor's business, now or at any lime hereafter
owned or acquired bv Debtor, wherever located, and all products thereof, whether., in the
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possession of Debtor, any warehousemen, any bailee or any other person. o\' in process of
delivery, and whether located at Debtor's places of business or elsewhere:
tci
all warehouse receipts, bills of sale, bills of lading and other documents of
cvcr\ kind (whether or not negotiable) in which Debtor now has or at any lime hereafter acquires
any interest, and all additions and accessions thereto, whether in the possession or custody oi
Debtor. an\ bailee or any other person for any purpose:
(d)
all money and property heretofore, now or hereafter delivered to or
deposited with the Secured Party or otherwise coming into the possession, custody or control of
the Secured Party (or any agent or bailee of the Secured Parly) in any manner or Cor any purpose
whatsoever during the existence of this Agreement and whether held in a general or special
account or deposit lor safekeeping or otherwise:
(e)
all right, title and interest of Debtor under licenses, guaranties, warranties,
management agreements, marketing or sales agreements, escrow contracts. indemnil\
agreements, insurance policies, service or maintenance agreements, supporting obligations and
other similar contracts of every kind in which Debtor now has or at any time hereafter shall have
an interest, including but not limited to with respect to the film "Shannon's Rainbow:**
(f)
all goods, tools, machinery, furnishings, furniture and other equipment snd
fixtures of even' kind now existing or hereafter acquired, and all improvements, replacements,
accessions n\\6 additions thereto and embedded software included therein. whcTher located on
any property owned or leased by Debtor or elsewhere, including without limitation an) of the
foregoing now or at any time hereafter located at or installed on the land or in the improvements
at any of the real property owned or leased by Debtor, and all such goods after they have been
severed and removed from any of said real property: and
(g)
all motor vehicles, trailers, mobile homes, manufactured homes, boats,
other rolling stock and related equipment of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired and all
additions and accessories thereto, whether located on any property owned or leased by Debtor or
elsewhere:
together with whatever is receivable or received when any of the foregoing or the proceeds
thereof are sold, leased, collected, exchanged or otherwise disposed of. whether such disposition
is voluntary or involuntary, including without limitation all rights to payment, including returned
premiums, with respect to any insurance relating to any of the foregoing, and all rights to
payment with respect to any claim or cause of action affecting or relating to any of the foregoing
(collectively, the "Proceeds*").
2.
OBLIGATIONS SECURED. The obligations secured hereby are the payment
and performance o\\ (a) all present and future Indebtedness (as hereinafter defined) of Debtor
and Shannon's Rainbow. LLC to Secured Party under the Promissory Note: tb) ail present and
future Indebtedness and other obligations of Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow. LLC and rights of
Secured Party under the Agreement: (c) all obligations of Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow. LLC
and rights of Secured Parly under this Agreement: and (d) all present and future obligations of
iJi.M«225*i.i:
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Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow. LLC to Secured Party of other kinds. The word '*ln^[c&\c>s'
is used herein in its most comprehensive sense and includes any and all advances, debts,
obligations and liabilities ol' Debtor, heretofore, now or hereafter made, incurred or created,
whether voluntary or involuntary and however arising, whether due or noi due. absolute or
contingent, liquidated or unliquidated, determined or undetermined.
W
TERMINATION. This Agreement will terminate upon the: performance of all
obligations o\' Debtor and Shannon's Rainbow. LLC to Seeured Part), including wiihoui
limitation, the payment of the Indebtedness to Secured Puny.
4.
OBLIGATIONS OF SECURED PARTY. Any money received bv Secured Party
in respect of the Collateral may be deposited, at Secured Party's option, into a non-interest
bearing account over which Debtor shall have no control, and the same shall, for all purposes, be
deemed Collateral hereunder.
5.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRAN'I ILS. Debtor represents and warrants to
Secured Party that: (a) Debtor's legal name is exactly as set forth on the first page of thi.>
Agreement, and all oi' Debtor's organizational documents or agreements delivered to Secured
Party are complete and accurate in every respect: (b) Dehtor is the owner and has possession nv
control ol the Collateral and Proceeds: (c) Debtor has the exclusive right to gram a securin
interest in the Collateral and Proceeds: (d) all Collateral and Proceeds are genuine, five from
liens, adverse claims, setoffs, default, prepayment, defenses and conditions precedent of any kind
or character, except the lien created hereby or as otherwise agreed to by Secured Party, or as
listed on attached Exhibit A: (e) all statements contained herein and. where applicable, in the
Collateral are true and complete in all material respects: (f) no financing statement covering any
of the Collateral or Proceeds, and naming any secured party other than Secured Party, is or, file
in any public oiYice with the exception of the financing statements listed on attached Exhibit A:
(g) where Collateral consists of rights to payment, all persons appearing to be obligated s*:i the
Collateral and Proceeds have authority and capacity to contract and are bound as they appear to
be. all property suhject to chattel paper has been properly registered and filed in compliance with
law and to perfect the interest of Debtor \n such property, and all such Collateral and Proceeds
comply with all applicable laws concerning form, conlenl and manner of preparalion and
execution: and (h) where the Collateral consists of equipment Debtor is not in the business of
selling goods of the kind included within such Collateral, and Debtor acknowledges that no sale
or other disposition of any such Collateral, including without limitation, any such Collateral
which Debtor may deem to be surplus, has been consented to or acquiesced in by Seeured Pariv.
except as specifically set forth in writing by Secured Party.
6.

COVENANTS Of DEBTOR.

(a)
Debtor agrees in general: (i) lo pay Indebtedness secured hereby when
due: (ii) to indemnify Secured Party against all losses, claims, demands, liabilities and expenses
of every kind caused by property subject hereto: (iii) to permit Secured Party to exercise his
powers: (iv) to execute and deliver such documents as Secured Party deems necessary to create,
perfect and continue the security interests contemplated hereby: (v) not to change its name., and
as applicable, its chief executive office, its principal residence or the jurisdiction in which .ft is
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organized and/or registered without giving Secured Party prior written notice thereof: t\ii not to
change the places where Debtor keeps any Collateral or Debtor's records concerning ih^
Collateral and Proceeds without giving Secured Parly prior written notice of the address to which
Debtor is moving same; and (vii) to cooperate with Secured Party in perfecting all security
interests granted herein and in obtaining such agreements from third parties as Secured Parly
deems necessary, proper or convenient in connection with the preservation, perfection or
enforcement of any of his rights hereunder:
ibi
Debtor acknowledges and agrees that Secured Parry will be entitled :u
requeM that Laurence !'••". Ross, or his duly authorized personal representative, sign a
subordination agreement in favor of Secured Party whereby the Promissory Note would be paid
ahead of the indebtedness between Shannon's Rainbow. LLC and Laurence F. Ross;
(c)
Within thirty (30) days of the date of this Agreement. Debtor shall cause
the UCC financing statements listed on Exhibit B to be terminated and/or withdrawn by the party
who filed the financing statement:
id)
Debtor agrees with regard to the Collateral and Proceeds, unices Secured
Part) agrees otherwise in writing: (i) that Secured Party is authorized 10 file financing
statements in the name of Debtor to perfect Secured Parly's security interest in the Collateral LMO
Proceeds: iii) where applicable, to insure the Collateral with Secured Party named as loss payee,
in form., substance and amounts, under agreements, against risks and liabilities, and with
insurance companies satisfactory to Secured Party:, (iii) where applicable, to operate the
Collateral in accordance with all applicable statutes, rules and regulations relating to the use arid
control thereof, and not to use any Collateral for any unlawful purpose or in any way that wouid
void any insurance required to be carried in connection therewith; (iv) to pay when due alt
license fees, registration fees and oilier charges in connection with any Collateral: (v) to permit
Secured Party to inspect the Collateral at any time: tvi) to keep, in accordance wiih general!)
accepted accounting principles, complete and accurate records regarding all Collateral and
Proceeds, and to permit Secured Party to inspect the same and make copies (hereof at any
reasonable time; (vii) if requested by Secured Party, to receive and use reasonable diligence to
collect Collateral consisting of accounts and other rights to payment and Proceeds, in trust and as
the property of Secured Parly, and to immediately endorse as appropriate and deliver such
Collateral and Proceeds to Secured Party daily in the exact form in which they are received
together with a collection report in form satisfactory to Secured Party; (viii) not to commingle
Collateral or Proceeds, or collections thereunder, with other properly: (ix) to give only normal
allowances and credits and lo advise Secured Party thereof immediately in writing if they affect
any rights to payment or Proceeds in any material respect: (x) from time to lime, when requested
by Secured Party, to prepare and deliver a schedule of ail Collateral and Proceeds subject to this
Agreement and to assign in writing and deliver to Secured Party all accounts, contracts, leases
and other chattel paper, instruments, documents and other evidences thereof: (xi) in the even!
Secured Party elects to receive payments of rights to payment or Proceeds hereunder, to pay all
expenses incurred by Secured Party in connection therewith, including expenses of account! ng.
eorrespondence. collection efforts, reporting to account or contract debtors, filing, recording,
record keeping and expenses incidental thereto: and (xii) to provide any sen-ice and do any other
acts which may be necessary to maintain, preserve and protect all Collateral and. as appropriate
lii^Jil^v.!:

:
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and applicable. io keep all Collateral in good and saleable condition, to deal with the Collateral
in accordance with (he standards and practices adhered to generally by ihe users and
manufacturers of like property, and to keep all Collateral and Proceeds free and clear of ail
defenses, rights of offset and counterclaims.
7.
POWERS Of SECURED PARTY. Debtor appoints Secured Party its true
attorney in fact to perform any of the following powers, which are coupled with an interest, are
irrevocable until termination o\' this Agreement and may be exercised from lime to time b>
Secured Party's officers and employees, or any of them, whether or not Debtor is in delimit: (:0
to perform any obligation of Debtor hereunder in Debtor's name or otherwise; (b) io give notice
to account debtors ov others of Secured Party's rights in the Collateral and Proceeds. 10 enforce
or forebear from enforcing the same and make extension and modillcaiion agreements with
respect thereto: (c) to release persons liable on Collateral or Proceeds and to give receipts and
acquittances and compromise disputes in connection therewith: (cl) to release or substitute
security: (e) to resort to security in any order: (lj to prepare, execute, [lie. record or deliver notes,
assignments, schedules, designations statements, financing statements, continuation statements,
termination statements, statements of assignment, applications for registration or like papers to
perfect- preserve ov release Secured Party's interest in the Collateral and Proceeds: (tii to receive.
o^n and read mail addressed to Debtor: (h) io take cash, instruments for the payment of money
;uid other property to which Secured Party is entitled: ii) to verify facts concerning the Collateral
i\nd Proceeds by inquiry of obligors thereon, or otherwise, in its own name or a fictitious name:
(jj io endorse, collect, deliver and receive payment under instruments for die payment of mone>
constituting or relating to Proceeds: (ki to prepare, adjust, execute, deliver and receive payment
under insurance claims, and to collect and receive payment of and endorse any inxirurneni in
payment of loss or returned premiums or any other insurance refund or return, and to apph such
amounts received by Secured Party, at Secured Party's sole option, toward repayment o\ the
Indebtedness or. where appropriate, replacement of the Collateral: (I) to exercise all riLfrus.
powers and remedies which Debtor would have, but for this Agreement, with respeci to all
Collateral and Proceeds subject hereto: (m) to enter onto Debtor's premises in inspecting the
Collateral: (n) to preserve or release the interest evidenced by chattel paper io which Secured
Part) is entitled hereunder and to endorse and deliver any evidence of title incidental thereto: and
(o> to do all acts and things and to execute all documents in the name of Debtor or otherwise,
deemed by Secured Party as necessary, proper and convenient in connection vviih the
preservation, perfection or enforcement of his rights hereunder.
8.
PAYMENT OP PREMIUMS. TAXES. CHARGES. I.FHNS AND
ASSESSMENTS. Debtor agrees to pay. prior to delinquency, all insurance premiums, taxes,
charges, liens and assessments against the Collateral and Proceeds, and upon the failure of
Debtor to do so. Secured Party at his option may pay any of them and shall be die sole jucliic of
ihe legality or validity thereof and the amount necessary to discharge the same. Any such
payments made by Secured Party shall be obligations of Debtor to Secured Party. <\u\: and
payable immediately upon demand, together with interest at a rate set forth in the Promissory
Note, and shall be secured by the Collateral and Proceeds, subject to all terms and conditions o\
this Agreement.
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).
EVENTS OF DEFAULT. The occurrence of any of the following shall continue
un "Event of Default" under this Agreement: (a) any default in the payment or performance of
an;- obligation, or any defined event of default, under the Promissory Note: (hi an}
representation or warranty made by Debtor herein shall prove to be incorrect, false or mi>.iv;ading
in an\ materia} respect when made: (c) Debtor shall fail to observe or perform an> obligation or
agreement contained herein: and (d) Secured Party, in good faith, believes aiv. or all ol she
Collateral and/or Proceeds to he in danger of misuse, dissipation, commingling, loss, theft,
damage or destruction, or otherwise in jeopard) or unsatisfactory in character or value.
10.
REMEDIES. Upon the occurrence of any Event of Default. Secured Party shall
have the right to declare immediately due and payable all or any Indebtedness secured hereby.
Secured Party shall have all other rights, powers, privileges and remedies granted to a secured
party upon default under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania on the date of this Agreement and as amended from time to time, or otherwise
provided by law. including without limitation, the right (a) to contact all persons obligated to
Debtor on any Collateral or Proceeds and to instruct such persons to deliver all Collateral and. or
Proceeds directly LO Secured Party, and (b) to sell, lease, license or otherwise dispose of am or
all Collateral. In addition. Debtor appoints Secured Party as its true attorney in fact to. upon the
occurrence of any Event of Default, make withdrawals from and to close deposit accounts or
other accounts with any financial institution, wherever located, into which Proceeds may have
been deposited, and to apply funds so withdrawn to payment of the Indebtedness. This povwjr of
attorney is coupled with an interest, is irrevocable until termination of this Agreement and may
be exercised from time io time by Secured Parly or his duly authorized representatives. All
rights, powers, privileges and remedies of Secured Party shall be cumulative. Nin delay, failure
ov discontinuance of Secured Parly in exercising any right, power, privilege or remedy hereunder
shall affect or operate was a waiver of such right, power, privilege or remedy: nor shall anv
single or partial exercise of any such right, power, privilege or rernecK preclude, waive or
otherwise affect any other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right, power,
privilege or remedy. Any waiver, permit, consent or approval of any kind by Secured Pari) of
any default hereunder, or any such waiver of any provisions or conditions hereof, must be in
writing and shall be effective only to the extent set forth in writing. It is agreed that public or
private sales or other dispositions, for cash or on credit, to a wholesaler or retailer or investor, or
user of properly of the types subject to this Agreement, or public auctions, aie all commercially
reasonable since differences in the prices generally realized in the different kinds of dispositions
arc ordinarily offset by the differences in the costs and credit risks of such dispositions. While
an Exeat of Default exists: (a) Debtor will deliver to Secured Party from time to time. a>.
requested by Secured Party, current lists of all Collateral and Proceeds: (b) at Seemed Party's
request. Debtor will assemble and deliver all Collateral and Proceeds, and books and records
pertaining thereto, to Secured Party at a reasonably convenient place designated by Secured
Parly: and (c) Secured Parly may. without notice to Debtor, enter onto Debtor's premises and
take possession of the Collateral. With respect to any sale or other disposition by Secured Party
of any Collateral subject to this Agreement. Debtor hereby expressly grants to Secured Parly the
right to sell such Collateral using any or all of Debtor's trademarks, trade names, trade name
rights and.or proprietary labels or marks. Debtor further agrees that Secured Party shall have no
obligation to process or prepare any Collateral for sale or other disposition.
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li.
DISPOSITION OF COLLATERAL AND PROCEEDS: TRANSFER Or
INDEBTEDNESS. \n disposing of Collateral hereunder. Secured Party may disclaim all
warranties of title, possession, quiet enjoyment and the like. Any proceeds of any disposition of
any Collateral or Proceeds, or any pan thereof, may be applied by Secured Party 10 ihe payment
of expenses incurred by Secured Parly in connection with the foregoing, including reasonable
attorneys* ices. and the balance of such proceeds may be applied. by Secured Pans toward IIK
paxmeni of the Indebtedness in such order of application as Secured Part} may from time to time
elect. Upon the transfer of all or any part of the Indebtedness. Secured Party may transfer all or
any pan of the Collateral or Proceeds and shall be fully discharged thereafter from all linbiliix
and responsibility with respect to any of the foregoing so transferred, and the transferee shall Invested with all rights and power of Secured Party hereunder with respect to any of the foregoing
so transferred; but with respect to any Collateral or Proceeds noi so transferred. Secured Party
shall retain all rights, powers, privileges and remedies herein given.
12.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. Until all Indebtedness shall have been paid in
full and all commitments by Secured Party to extend credit fo Debtor have been terminated. ;he
j>-iwcr of .sale or other disposition and all other rights, powers, privileges and remedies gramed to
Secured Party hereunder shall continue to exist and may be exercised by Secured Pan> ai an>
time and irom time io lime irrespective of the fact that the Indebtedness or am pan thereof ma\
have become barred by any statute of limitations, or that the personal liability of Debtor mu\
have ceased., unless such liability shall have ceased due to ihe payment in full of all Indebtedness
secured hereunder.
L>.
MISCELLANEOUS. When there is more than one Debtor named herein: 'a) (he
word •'Debtor" shall mean all or any one or more ol* them as the context requires: {b> file
obligations of each Debtor hereunder are joint and several: and (c) until all Indebtedness shah
have been paid in lull, no Debtor shall have any right of subrogation or contribution, and eaciDebtor hereby waives any benefit of or right to participate in any of ihe Collateral or Proceeds or
any other security now or herealter held by Secured Party. Debtor hereby waives any right to
require Secured Party to (i) proceed against Debtor or any other person, (ii) marshal assets or
proceed against or exhaust any security from Debtor or any other person, (iii) perform any
obligation of Debtor with respect to any Collateral or Proceeds, and (ivj make any presentment
or demand, or give any notice of nonpayment or nonperformance, protest, notice of protest or
notice of dishonor hereunder or in connection with am Collateral or Proceeds. Debtor further
waives any right to direct die application of payments or security for any Indebtedness of Debtor
or indebtedness of customers of Debtor.
14.
NOTICES. AH notices, requests and demands required under this Agreement
must be In writing, addressed to Secured Party at the address specified in the introdueion
paragraph above and io Debtor at the address of its chief executive office specified below or to
such other address as any party may designate by written notice to each other part}- and shall be
deemed to have been given or made as follows: (a) if personally delivered, upon delivery: (b) if
sent by mail, upon the earlier of the date of receipt or three (3) days alter deposit in the U.S.
mail, first chss and postage prepaid: and (c) if sent by telecopy, upon receipt.
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15.
COSTS. EXPENSES AND ATTORNEYS" EEES. Debtor shall pay <o Scoured
Party immediately upon demand the full amount of all payments, advances, charges, costs and
expenses, including reasonable attorneys" lees (to include counsel fees), expended or incurred by
Secured Party in connection with (a) die perfection and preservation of the Collateral or Secured
Party's interest therein, and (b) upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the realization,
enforcement and exercise o\" any right, power privilege or remedy by Seeured Party against
Debtor conferred by this Agreement to Secured Party, whether incurred at the trial or appellate
level, in an arbitration proceeding or otherwise, and including any of the foregoing inclined in
connection with any bankruptcy proceeding (including without iimitalion. any advvrsan
proceeding, contested matter or motion brought by Secured Party or any other person) relating to
Debtor or in any way affecting any of the Collateral or Secured Party's ability- to exercise any of
his rights or remedies with respect thereto. All of the foregoing shall be paid by Debtor .with
interest from the date of demand until paid in full al a rate per annum equal (o the fifteen percent
(15%).
16.
SUCCESSORS: ASSIGNS: AMENDMENT. This Agreement shall be binding
upon and inure to the benefit of the heirs, executors, administrators, legal representatives,
successors and assigns of the parties, and may be amended or modified only in writing signed b\
Secured Pany and Debtor.
17.
SEVERABILITY OF PROVISIONS. If any provision of this Agreement shall be
held to be prohibited by or invalid under applicable law. such provision shall be ineffective onlv
to the extent of such prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such
provision or any remaining provisions of this Agreement.
. 18.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
19.
WAIVER OE TRIAL BY JURY.
DEBTOR AND SECURED PARI Y
MUTUALLY HEREBY KNOWINGLY. VOLUNTARILY AND INTENTIONALLY WAIVE.
THE RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IN RESPECT OF ANY CLAIM BASED HEREON.
ARISING OUT OE. UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH PHIS SECURITY AGKEEMEN f
OR ANY OTHER DOCUMENT CONTEMPLATED TO BE EXECUTED IN CONNECTION
HEREWITH OR ANY COURSE OF CONDUCT. COURSE OF DEALINGS. STATEMENTS
(WHETHER VERBAL OR WRITTEN) OR ACTIONS OF ANY PARTY. THIS WAIVER
CONSTITUTES A MATERIAL INDUCEMENT FOR SECURED PARTY TO ACCEPT THIS
SECURITY AGREEMENT AND EXI END CREDIT TO DEBTOR.
Debtor warrants that Debtor is a limited liability company registered u\K\txv the laws of
the Slate of Utah.
Debtor warrants that its chief executive office is located at the following address:
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Debtor warrants thai the Collateral (except good sin transit) is located or domiciled ai ihc
fbiiowinn additional addresses:

_ Efitfw

U^i^("^4

:

UM> K\ La.*? F£J//na^
^IWurfitofl
QH- 3 6 * 3 0

fefwujL.

IN. WITNESS WHEREOF, and intending to be legally bound hereby, the panics have
executed this Agreement as of the date first vvriiten above.
ATTEST:

S H A R O N ' S RAINBOW P^QDUCTION. LLC
By: ^ ^ ^ ^ U ^ ^ M t p ^ ^ h s

Mmi^M&A-

By:
Name:
Tide:

/
kWJi/fi- - AUlfrf*
JaziJ&sj&4 &SMrktCZ.

WITNESS:

BY:

Mark Ross. Lender

;j 1502259.1;
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Division Of Corporations

Acknowledgement o f
File Number:395457201135
Old File Number :N/A

Filing

Record Date:05-09-2011 10:58
Lapse Datet05-09-2016 23:59

Type:UCC
Status:ACTIVE

Filer;
ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOTT, LLC
600 GRANT STREET, 44TH FLOOR
PITTSBURGH,PA 15219 USA

Collateral Description;
Action: ADD
Description:
1 SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT "A"
PftfctQr:
SHANNON'S RAINBOW, LLC
8815 JEREMY ROAD
PARK CITY,UT 84098 USA
Secured parfry:
MARK ROSS
259 SOUTH COLLEGE STREET
WASHINGTON,PA 15301 USA
Transaction Detail:
Form Type:UCC 1 FILING STATEMENT
Effective Date:05-09-2011 10:58
Submitter Ref:UT SOS

Jurisdiction: UTAH
Organization ID: 7029162-0160
Organization Type: LLC

Transaction Cost: $12.00
Receipt Number:3562637
Alt Designation:NONE

Additional Description:
FILING APPROVED - 3
THE DATA LISTED ABOVE IS A 'NON-CERTIFIED' RECORD.PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO REVIEW ALL OF THE
INFORMATION. IF YOU FIND ANY DISCREPANCIES YOU MUST CONTACT THE DIVISION, AT NO COST, WITHIN
1 30 DAYS OF RECEIVING THIS ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.
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COPY
UCC FINANCING STATEMENT

S

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER loptional]

ar%
ID

Michael Sally (412) 566-6000

O

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address)

r^-

6263

o

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

o
o
It

ID
fO

cu

**

U

OJ
£3

17.
Eckert Seamans Cherin & Mellott, LLC
600 Grant Street, 44th Floor

id

F

rb

a
-«-«
c
3

ecei

n.
o
<u
E
16
Q £ <

Pittsburgh, PA 15219

L

J

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

1 . DEBTOR'SEXACTFULL LEGAL NAM£-ins^onlyoQ£debtwna^
1a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

SHANNON'S RAINBOW, L L C

OR 1 b. INDIVIDUAL'S LASTNAME

FIRST NAME

MIDDLE NAME

1c. MAILING ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

8815 Jeremy Road
1d. SEE INSTRUCTIONS

Park City

ADD*L INFO RE 11 e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION

DEBTOR

UT

84098

COUNTRY

USA

13. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #. if any

1f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

Utah

} Limited liability Company

POSTAL CODE

SUFFIX

7029162-0160

H>w

2. ADDITIONAL D E B T O R ' S EXACT FULL LEGAL NAME - insart only SDSL debtor name (2a or 2b) - do not abbreviate or combine names
2a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME

OR 2b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

MIDDLE NAME

FIRST NAME

SUFFIX

o
Ul

2c MAILING ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

1

o

VO
I

2d. SEE1NSTRUCT1QNS

ADDUNFORE |2e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
ORGANIZATION
DEBTOR
|

2g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

2f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION

I

riNONE

1

3 . S E C U R E D P A R T Y ' S NAME (or NAME ofTOTAL ASSIGNEE of ASSIGNOR S/P)>lnsertonrypjiasecured party name (3aor 3b)
3a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME
OR

MIDDLE NAME

FIRST NAME

3b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME

SUFFIX

PO

COUNTRY

o
<c
o

Mark

Ross
3c. MAILING ADDRESS

CITY

259 South College Street

Washington

STATE

PA

POSTAL CODE

15301

A. This FINANCING STATEMENT covers thefoHowingcollateral:

See attached Exhibit "A"

n

JAG. LIEN
INON-UCC FILING
BAILEE/BAILOR
SELLER/BUYER
5. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNATION [if applicable]: | J LESSEE/LESSOR
CONSIGNEE/CONSIGNOR
6. r~l This FINANCING STATEMENT is to befiled{orrecordl(or recorded) in the REAL
17. Check to REQUEST SEARCH REPORT(S) on Debtor(s) 1"] "
F ] r > _ ^ , r i r ^ u , -,
1 iFSTATERFCORnS
Attach Addendum
W applicablel 1 rATOmONAL FEE!
fee^
| [All Debtors |JPebtor1 |jDebtor2
8. OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCE DATA

UTSOS
International Association of Commercial Administrators (IACA)
F I U N G OFFICE COPY — UCC FINANCING STATEMENT (FORM UCC1) (REV. 05/22/02)

o
KJ1
CO
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Exhibit A to UCC-1 Financing Statement
1.
The foregoing Financing Statement (to which this Exhibit A is attached) is presented to a filing officer for filing
pursuant to the Uniform Commercial Code in effect in the jurisdiction
where filed (State of Utah, Secretary of State):
(a) Name and Address of Debtor:
o

r^-

k«
in

ID

9/2

Shannon's Rainbow, LLC (the "Debtor")
8815 Jeremy Road
Park City, UT 84098

o

ttJ o
o
I D «t

ro

u

(b) Name and Address of Secured Party:

2.

v»

01
ja t3
ro

e

2

Mark Ross (the "Secured Party")
259 South College Street
Washington, PA 15301

cv

8

a.

«.
OJ

LL

s

E

3

O

a £ <

Description of Collateral covered by this Financing Statement*

(a)
all accounts, deposit accounts, investment property, contract rights, chattel paper (whether
electronic or tangible), instruments, promissory notes, documents, general intangibles, payment intangibles, software, letter
of credit rights, supporting obligations, healthcare insurance receivables and other rights to payment of every kind now
existing or at any time hereafter arising, including but not limited to any and all contract rights and other general intangibles
of the Debtor with respect to that certain feature film currently known as Shannon's Rainbow ("Shannon's Rainbow");
(b)
all inventory, goods held for sale or lease or to be furnished under contracts for service, or goods
so leased or furnished, raw materials, component parts, work in process and other materials used or consumed in Debtor's
business, now or at any time hereafter owned or acquired by Debtor, wherever located, and all products thereof, whether in
the possession of Debtor, any warehousemen, any bailee or any other person, or in process of delivery, and whether located
at Debtor's places of business or elsewhere;
(c)
all warehouse receipts, bills of sale, bills of lading and other documents of every kind (whether
or not negotiable) in which Debtor now has or at any time hereafter acquires any interest, and all additions and accessions
thereto, whether in the possession or custody of Debtor, any bailee or any other person for any purpose;

^
i

o
(d)
all money and property heretofore, now or hereafter delivered to or deposited with the Secured
Party or otherwise coming into the possession, custody or control of the Secured Party (or any agent or bailee of the
Secured Party) in any manner or for any purpose whatsoever during the existence of this Agreement and whether held in a
general or special account or deposit for safekeeping or otherwise;
(e)
all right, title and interest of Debtor under licenses, guaranties, warranties, management
agreements, marketing or sales agreements, escrow contracts, indemnity agreements, insurance policies, service or
maintenance agreements, supporting obligations and other similar contracts of every kind in which Debtor now has or at
any time hereafter shall have an interest, including but not limited to with respect to the film "Shannon's Rainbow;"
(f)
all goods, tools, machinery, furnishings, furniture and other equipment and fixtures of every kind
now existing or hereafter acquired, and all improvements, replacements, accessions and additions thereto and embedded
software included therein, whether located on any property owned or leased by Debtor or elsewhere, including without
limitation any of the foregoing now or at any time hereafter located at or installed on the land or in the improvements at any
of the real property owned or leased by Debtor, and all such goods after they have been severed and removed from any of
said real property; and
(g)
all motor vehicles, trailers, mobile homes, manufactured homes, boats, other rolling stock and
related equipment of every kind now existing or hereafter acquired and all additions and accessories thereto, whether
located on any property owned or leased by Debtor or elsewhere; together with whatever is receivable or received when any
of the foregoing or the proceeds thereof are sold, leased, collected, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, whether such
disposition is voluntary or involuntary, including without limitation all rights to payment, including returned premiums,
with respect to any insurance relating to any of the foregoing, and all rights to payment with respect to any claim or cause
of action affecting or relating to any of the foregoing (collectively, the "Proceeds").
3.
Unless otherwise defined, all capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings assigned to them in the
Security Agreement, dated March 28,2011, between the Debtor and the Secured Party (the "Security Agreement").

{JI513244.1}
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